Usage Instructions:
Thank You for your purchase of a Dead Zone Bag™ Faraday Principle, Radio Signal Blocking Bags for Mobile Phones and Devices.
Your Dead Zone Bag™ was proudly MADE IN THE USA with the finest materials and workmanship. To ensure that your Dead Zone Bag™ is
functioning properly and blocking radio signals to and from your mobile device; carefully follow these simple instructions and care procedures.
Although, Dead Zone Bags™ are made with durable, 100% Stainless Steel Mesh Fabric, it is very important to inspect your Dead Zone Bag™
for even the smallest holes and tears before each use. Small holes or tears, even smaller than 1/8’’ of an inch (3 mm) can allow radio signal
leakage, reducing the bag’s ability to block radio signals.
Keep bag away from sharp or pointed objects. Do crush bag, step on bag or allow
bag to drop on pavement or other hard, abrasive surface. Clean bag by hand in sink or with hose. If needed: use liqiud soap such as
Dawn Dishwashing Soap, Without bleach. Air dry bag completely before use.
Dead Zone Bags™ is a trademark of American Home & Habitat Inc., Specialized Textile Outfitters - www.ahh.biz
®2013 American Home & Habitat Inc.

www.deadzonebags.com

1. Unfold your Dead Zone Bag™ and inspect
it for holes or tears. Bag may not work properly
if holes or tears are present.

2. Insert Mobile device into bag. Note the

3. Hold bag upright and unsure that mobile device

4. While holding mobile device stationary in

Loop fastener located just inside the top edge
of the bag opening.

is resting completely in the bottom one third of the bag.
If mobile device does not fit in the bottom 1/3 of the bag,
mobile device is too big; get a bigger Dead Zone Bag™

the bottom 1/ 3/ of the bag, fold the bag as
shown. Note the position of the Loop Fastener
on the outside of the bag.

5. Make another fold at the top 1 / 3 of the bag.

6. After folding, expose the Loop fastener inside

7. Lightly press down along the whole length

the upper seam of the bag and close it down onto
the mating Hook Fastener on the outside of the bag.

of the mated Hook & Loop Fastener to
ensure proper seal & closure.

